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TRUSTS STATEMENT 

The demand of diminishing fossil fuels can "be reduced by implementing 

alternative sources of energy to supplement means of environmental 

controls required of regional climate conditions. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A shop for custom furniture making and related woodworking crafts; 

also, a residence for the 07mer-"builder and his family. 



PERSONAL STATEMENT 

My value judgemants are more important to me in this thesis, than, is 

finding soma expression to substitute for them. 

Ichoose to "beleive that architecture is the result of a process that 

provides a place for things to happen. Although my particular process 

is intuitive, and difficult to describe, I attempt to communicate it 

"By interpreting-Geoffrey Broadcast's three systems of design inter

relations in the manner of the thesis follovdng. In short,the process 

of providing a building system that reconciles, the human system vrith 

the environment system, will result in an architecture that is 

completely my om. 
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INTRODUCTION" 

"An intellectual is a nan who says a simple thing in a difficult way; 
an artist is a man who says a difficult thing in. a simple way." 

(Bukowski) 



Before an architect can "begin the creative decision-making process 

of his preference, he must know the various requirements, limitations 

and objectives of the problem* Preceding the solution of any particular 

problem, is developement of some sort of program. The program guides 

decisions that Trill affect the resulting design solution, regardless 

of whatever revered information is made available. Along these guide
line, iiv- ;v T.ioi" 
lines, information is then considered to the degree of its applicability. 

The roots from which programmed information is obtained comes from 

the initiator of the project. In the thesis project following, the 

initiator (the person with the goals) is a hypothetical owner/builder. 

In this particular case, the owner/builder looks to the ability of 

the architect to interpret his needs, assuming that the latter has 

a better understanding of the necessary design interrelations. Cn 

a level of building design, interrelations are conceptualized by 

G. H. Eroadbent into the form of three major systems: an Environment 

System, a Building System, and a Human System. 

I have interpreted these systems into three areas of considerations. 

In the environment system, there are eight factors to consider in 

cultural context. An attempt will be made to illustrate visually and 

verbally, one chosen example of each of these factors, as they relate 

to the project. In physical context, there are considerations of climate, 

geolo^, topography, and land use. These are in essence, all natural 
C -i 
existing factors of the physical environment affecting the chosen 
si.' a:';c 1?. turn 
site, and in turn, the final design. They are communicated in the 

form of 3ite analysis. 



The "building system is. designed to reconcile the environment system 

with the human. system, whenever the forcer is incompatable with desired 

activities of the latter. Considerations in this system include: n 

1) "building technology; described as modifications of the external 

environment to provide suitable ambience for specified activities, 

2) internal ambience; described as provisions of physical conditions 

for performance of activities. 

I have added another category to this, concerning energy sources — 

those that are existing ana those that are potential. It is my belief 

that careful value judgement in thi3 category will be helpful toward 

successful reconciliation of the other two systems. My values placed 

upon the choice and use of energy sources will attempt to extend beyond 

methods of climate control that is presently employed. Iddo this because 

I feel that the most common modifications of the external environment 

are produced for the benifit of corporate economics rather than for 

regional environment patterns. 

When considering the human system, there are certain factors, needs, 

of the user that cannot be ignored. They are listed as organic, spatial, 

Iocational, sensory, and social needs. Values given to these needs to

ward the design will relate directly to the objectives or nee£s of the 

ovmer/builder. To provide myself with a program direction, the hypo

thetical' owner/builder is chosen from a list of buyer groups recommended 

by the Solarr Dwelling Design Student Competition. In this way, I begin 

the programming procedure of the project. 



These three consideration systems provide me Tvith the lexicon by vrhich 

this thesis procedure i3 based, FolloTdng is an outline of the three 

systems a3 I have &da.pted them. It must be noted that the order of the 

outline doesn't order the body of the vrork in any way, it is primarily 

a study guide. 



ESFVia03?.S3MT SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Cultural Context: 
1) social 
2) political 
3) economic 
4) scientific 
5) technological 
6) historical 
7( aesthetic 
8) religious 

E. Physical Context: 
1) climate (sun orientation, temperature, ivind, precipitation) 
2) geology (crater, soils, vegetation) 
3) topographer (landscape) 
4) land use (traffic patterns, existing forms, "boundaries) 

FJILDIITC- SYSTE?£ CONSIDERATIONS 

A. Building Technology (modifications of external environment): 
1) resources (cash, materials, labor & equipment) 
2) strucrbural/space-separating systems (mass, planar, frame) 
3) services (environmental, information/communication, 

transportation) 
4) fittings (furnishings, equipment) 

B- Internal Ambience: (atmosphere, feeling, etc*) 
1) sesory (lighting, heating/cooling/ventilation, noise, odor) 
2) structural mass (visible surfaces, spaces enclosed) 

C. Energy Sources: 
1) existing 
2) potential 

HUMAN SYSTEM CO SI DERATION!? 

A. User Requirements: 
1)organic (hunger, thirst, respiration, waste elimination, 

activity, rest) 
2) spatial (functional, territorial) 
3) Iocational (static dynamic) 
4) sensory (sight, hearing, heat & cold, smell, kinaesthetic; 

equilibrium) 
5) social (privacy, contact) 

B. User Objectives: (goals of user in terms of security, prestige, 
profit and sentiment) 

Assumptions about user given in part I. 



PART ONE 

"Parado;d.cally, the most frightening aspect of human life is that man 
can "become adapted to almost anything, even to conditions that Trill 
inevitable destroy the very values that have given mankind its uniqueness 

(Rene* Dubos, So himan an animal) 



Selection of goals i3 the place to begin. Goals are the focal points, 

of communication around which a designer and his client set up a pro

gram, Success in reaching these goals in the case of this thesis 

depends upon how accurately one can answer Rudyard Kipling's six 

questions: what, where,when, how,why, and who. In other words, this 

success is preceded "by proper identification of the goalsc 

"Lets say that a man wants to "build a good house for his wife. The 

most important step toward success will have "been to select the right 

wife." (Rex BoBerts, Your Engineered House ) The following article 

illustrates goals of various craftsmen that are similar to those I 
iV ; 

have chosen tc work with. 



PROS and CONS 
(Crafts, Kay/June 1976) 

13 it worth trying to set up as a furniture maimer? 
We asked a group of them about their reactions to the 
l'ife and set out thier replies, often contradictory, 
in the piece below: 

RICHARD LA TR0E5 BATSi-'Aff 
Works in London, making very distinctive, personal furniture. 
Would encourage those who really love the work, but not if 
they\re after the money. Doesn't think it essential to be a 
good "business man, ''quality will sell itself in the end." 

SETTING DP 
"No bank manager in his right mind Y/ouId lend a would be 
furniture maker money." Private income not necessary but you 
do need some kind of starter. He himself has a freehold 
workshop, a teaching job and a woking wife. 

SITS OF WORKSHOP 
Thinks it has been essential to his work that he ha3 been in 
London:. "It is more than enough work to make the stuff let alone 
selling it." Heaven knows what would have happened if he'd besn 
hidden away in the country. Kust have room to store timber. More 
room for that in the country. 

EXHIBITIONS 
Essential to exhibit because then you get the response to yojr 
work. 

TRAINING 
He went to art college and then on to the RCA. "The latter was 
useless in term3 of how to do it. You have to find your own 
way into that and there are as many ways as there are people. 
Each one need3 his om kind of training, depending-on the kind 
of furniture he wants to make." Ee learnt through art college 
and then read two books which greatly influenced his technique 
(both by Charles Hayward). 

IK GENERAL 
"Furniture makers are thin on the ground because there isn't 
the talent there and people are too greedy - they want too 
much back for too little work." 



A LAN PETERS 
of Kentisbeare, Devon. Makes a wide range of furnitur e. Wouldn't 
discourage a young furniture maker "but feels itis essential tote 
either a good "businessman or to have someone who can advise, 

SETTING UP 
Eelieves it is possible to manage '^without large amounts of capital* 
he himself didn't have any hut, he does have a wife who was working 
and he did get hank loans. Believes it's necessary to limit one's 
sights and not to get too ambitious, at first. It may. be necessary 
to take- in contract work and only gradually develope into com
missions. Reckons it takes at least five years to get underway. 

TRAINING 
Thinks it essential to have both an apprenticeship and an art school 
training, though not sure which is the best order. He did a cabinet-
making apprenticeship with Edward Barnsley and then went to college. 
"College gives the freedom to develop design ideas; apprenticeship 
gives the essential technical grounding." 

SITS OF WOKSKOP 
Geographical situation of workshop is important when you set out 
because you have to be easily accessible to people who have the 
money and the interest to commission. Tou have to show the work 
to them when you are still an unknown and so idfc helps to be within 
reach of a large town. 

Cnce established it is less important- people will come to you. 
Ee has a workshop in Devon but this is for personal rather than 
purely professional reasons. Actually began 40 miles out of London. 
Now 99# of his work is commissioned. 

IN GENERAL 
Thinks furniture is one of the most difficult crafts - needs a lot 
of storage and equipment. 

SANDY MCKILLIGIN" 
Works in a converted hop kiln in Puttenham, near Guildford. Makes 
all kinds of furniture - uses plywood and veneer but gets most 
pleasure from solid hardwoods. Also makes a few small boxes. 
7/ouId only encourage someone to take up furniture if he was already 
determined to do so. Thinks it depends entirely on the person. " 
"First, you must be a good furniture maker but you must also be a 
good businessman. Tou can borrow a lot of acumen from accountants 
but you can't borrow the ability to" purchase timber and persuade 
customers to pay the right price for what they want." Thinks you 
have to bs flexible. Nearly everyone does some other job to, begin 
with (he himself pulled beer). It probably takes five years to 
get established as acfurniture maker. 



SANDY jVACKIIIIGIg (Cont.) 

SETTING- UP 
Doesn*t think it's very important where you set up. Wherever you 
live, much of your standard work is done for the local community. 
Easier in fact to "build up a local reputation outside one of the 
main cities. The mora interesting and unusual commission will come 
your way once you're on your feet. 

TRAINING 
Couldn't really recommend any of the present courses to anyone 
wanting to come out and make a design for themselves, "What's needed 
is a place that is to furniture what Harrow was to pottery." 
Need to combine art school training with apprenticeship in work
shop M Tfarkshop can teach you how to make hut can't open your eyes 
to design ideas. 

EXHIBITIONS 
Important to exhibit annually. Worth investing money in pieces to 
have ready for exhibition, 

IN" GENERAL 
"There are too many prima donnas around who come out of art school 
not realising that to be a success you have to compromise." Not 
a bad thing to do to begin with, as long as you know you're doing 
it and know where to draw the line. Thinks the main stumbling block 
for furniture makers is lack of commisMons from public bodies. 

MAURICE LEACH 
Works in Somerset. Uses the woods of Elizabethan England to make 
turned country furniture in his own interpretation of a traditional 
style. 

Difficult to advise anyone to go into furnituremaking, because 
unless they are good businessmen they will fail. There are good 
people being trained but few with the ruthlessness and business 
acumen necessary for total comm itment to the craft. Few have any 
idea of the cost of setting up, eg the cost even of the machinery 
necessary. The initial expense has increased with the new Public 
Safety and Eealth Act - the space required for machinery is now 
greater and many will have to extend their workshops. 

"There is certainly a market for handmade furniture and an 
increasing one, but the craftsman must do his homework thoroghly." 

SETTING UP 
To set up he borrowed money from the bank and has also had a grant 
from the CAC. Has had a workshop for five years now and it is still 
virtually a twemby-four hour day. Has just begun to pay off over
draft, instead of adding to it each year. Total commitment the 
first essential. Ee also has a wife who handles all the secretarial 
work and i3 absolutely invaluable. 

SITE 0? WORKSHOP 
Doesn't think it matters where the workshop is - his is rather i 

remote. Eighty per cent of his stuff sold from the workshop, 
e ro exhibitions. 



KAURICS LEACH (Cont.) 

EXHIBITIONS 
Feels it important to exhibit as much as'possible. 

TRAINING 
Worked fourteen years in commercial set up after "building/carpentry 
apprenticeship. Most important thing is to get thorough technical 
background so that you know the machinery p.rd what it can do. "If 
you want to influence furniture design in the future the best 
thing is to serve a long apprenticeship." He could be making the 
same chair in thirty years time but in terms of finish and work
manship it would be different in 1,000 ways. 

IN GENERAL 
Don't compromise. He has trade inquiries coming in, asking him to 
do production lines for large firms, reproduction, etc. But you 
can't do other peoples work ana your own. 

P5TSR NICZEnSKI 
Works at 40? workshops in London, doing marquetry, mainly on tables. 
Thinks there is a chance for young people setting up in furniture. 
They need not necessarily be good at business, he's useless. Eas 
realised now that commissions are building up and that sooner or 
later he'll have to get an accountant, thinks his graphic work a 
good stimulus to his other work. "The more you work, the more 
ideas you get." 

SITS OF WORKSHOP 
Site of workshop ±3 important, he thinks. He has always lived in 
London and as he is not a good businessman it was very important 
forhim to be at the hub of things in order to get off the ground. 
Luckily for hia he does not have to store wood as he works in ve
neers. He hopes eventually to move to the country, more for personal 
than for work reasons. 

TRAINING 
Training depends completely on the individual, and the kind of work 
they-want to produce. Graphics a good training for him because two-
dimenticnal design is what primarily interests him about furniture. 
Taught himself. But actually building furniture not his main concern 

IN GENER/L 
"Furniture should be light-hearted and jokey." 



A helpful key to identifying the client "type'1 of this thesis (if 

such a "type" indeed exists) is to refer to statistics given by Le3 

Scher & Corol Wilcox from, thssr article in Energy Primer (p. 170) ,  

where they describe an o?/ner/builder. 

"An OTrner/builder is defined as a person who either acts as his 
own general contractor or provides all of hi3 own labor for the con
struction: 6f his own dwelling. Official Eureau of Census figures show 
that 20io of all the single family homes "built in the U.S. each year 
are owner-built and 40$ of these owner -"built homes are in rural areas. 
These statistics are actually under estimated, since thousands of new 
rural residents have "been "building there homes without government re-
cogni tion. 

There are several reasons why there are not more owner "builders 
today, including a lack of access to land; descriminatory lending poli
cies, especially "by the federal government; the growth of mass produced 
housing packages, such as the mobile home; and last and foremost, restrict' 
ive building codes and standards. " 

The reasons given in the last paragraph of the above passage are 

hurdles that are to be overcome by the ovmer/builder. I find nothing 

I 
wrong with the^words "pioneer spirit" when describing" my choice of 

a representative owner/builder. The meaning that I would attach to 

these words can be felt during the course of any adventurous unders

tating. The construction of one's o?/n home certainly needs somewhat 

of a destination or bust philosophy. The adventure intensifies with 

each compromise, whenever sacrifices are made to achieve that 

destination. 

The family is the client. The man is an inventor, something of a 

"jack-of-all-trades", but master at woodworking. He had been a cabinet

maker by trade before this decision to begin a custom woodworking 

3hop. The wife is an avid reader of literature as well as an active 

gardener and nutritionist. They are a growing family; two sons, aged 

12 and 10 years, and a daughter, aged 7 years. 



The man wants 0113 business to remain small, so that he can manage 

it without paid help. He would enjoy tutoring up to three interested 

individuals under old world apprenticing tradition if it wees possible . 

He would like the house to he sepirate from the shop and the entire 

sit e to incorporate autonomous living - someday. 

The woman desires an organic household, patterned after somewhat 

agricultural living routines. She would like the household to provide 

an example of independence for future development of the area. 

The children enjoy the freedom of chasing around the site at full" 

speed. 

If I were to interpret the program as a problem, here is the pro

blem I would choose to develope. This Student Design Competition 

Problem provides a carefully thought out criteria for- testing the 

thesis statement. 



"SUPPOSE YOU WERE GIVEN THE CHARIOT 
OF THE SUN: WHAT WOULD YOU DO? "* 

The ALA Research Corporation is looking 
for innovative solutions to the complex 
Problem of "Solar Dwelling Design." 
The student is to consider how the sun as 
an inexhaustible source of energy inspires 
designers to rethink the relationship be
tween energy and architecture. AIA/RC is 
Seeking creative prototype designs for 
houses that respond to the following 
issues: 

^• Solar energy, along with indigenous 
energy resources, has significant 
lmPlications for the design of houses. 

A characteristic which distinguishes 
solar energy from conventional energy 
sources is that it is "weather dependent." 

• The weather dependent nature of solar 
energy requires two types of design 
response: (a) designs that are sensitive 
to the daily and seasonal changes which 
d^ect both the supply of solar radiation 
Qnd the energy demands made on that 
supply; and, (b) designs that minimize 
energy demand and therefore supply and 
nat respond to the user's specific 

c°mfort and energy needs. 

J-he essence of Solar Dwelling Design is 
0 simultaneously solve these three 

Corisiderations: (a) the implications of 
^sing the sun as an energy source; 
. ' climate conditions and variations; and 

the activity patterns and energy needs 
the users. 

^vid, Metamorphoses, Book 2, line 74. 

Climate People 

Design 
Solution 

Energy 

Implications of Using the Sun as an Alter
native Source of Energy. This package 
contains a series of reprints which intro
duce solar energy and its use for 
domestic heating, cooling and power 
needs. The specific manner in which 
solar energy is to be used has been left 
optional. The student is not confined to 
using any one "system" of solar equipment 
or even to using "equipment" at all. 
There are many ways to use the sun's 
energy that do not require mechanical 
intervention. 

Mechanical solar systems should be used 
only to supply energy needs which cannot 
be met through direct use of the sun's 
energy and should be thoughtfully woven 
into the architectural form of the house. 
In fact, it is critical to integrate such a 
consciousness about the energy 
capabilities of the sun into all aspects of 
the design process. 

Characteristics of the Clim " 3 and the 
Effects of Its Variations. The art of 
designing with the climate, of using the 
weather to advantage instead of expending 
mechanical energy to block it out, is not 
a new concept. Before mechanical equip
ment was available, some houses were 
finely tuned to the regional climate as a 
matter of necessity. 



£EQBLEM DEFINITION 12b z 

-n addition to the comfort this afforded 
tos users, the sensitive use of regional 
cUmatic conditions also led to the 
Solution of regional architectural forms. 
Now that mechanical equipment allows us 
to ignore regional climatic conditions, 
the vitality of our regional architecture 
h^s diminished. 

AIA Research Corporation would like 
to see that vitality reinstated. Why 
e*Pend energy resources, whether they 

fossil fuel or solar, to do a job that 
c°uld be done by sensitive design? Our 
interest in the resurgence of architecture 
Vvhich responds sensitively and elegantly 
to regional climates is the reason that 
^ne Solar Dwelling Design Competition 
re<3uires designing for a local site. 

^VRC wants the student to investigate 
local climatic conditions and take into 

dccount such things as the types of 
^egetation and the direction of the wind.* 

student should become familiar with 
many fluctuations that occur during 
daily and seasonal cycles and should 

de Slgn for these variations. A "static 
condition" should not be assumed. 

^Uvity Patterns and Energy Needs of 
-sers^ Although we sometimes use the 
^^ase "houses consume x amount of 
energy/» it is not really the houses which 
°°ftsume energy: it is people who consume 
energy process of providing a 
^Ornfortable environment for themselves. 

house is the filter we set up between 
°Urselves inside and the climate outside. 

Th e more and greater climatic modifications 
require our filter to make, the more 

e^ergy it consumes. This includes energy 
lJSed for heating in winter, cooling in 
^Urnmer, domestic hot water heating, 

9hting and other energy needs throughout 
the 

But just as there are ways to design with 
the climate, so there are ways to design 
with users' needs. These begin with 
sensitivity to people, their needs, their 
comforts, and how they use and respond 
to different environments. If you think 
carefully about key aspects of human 
"comfort," and about which human 
activities require what type of "comfort" 
for how long, then you can begin to create 
sensitive architecture that mediates 
between users' energy needs and their 
"comfort" needs. 

To emphasize the relationship between 
energy needs and comfort needs, choose 
as a user a family which is representative 
of one of these "buyer groups:" single 
adults, young couples, growing families, 
extended families, older couples, 
cooperatives. If the student designs a 
group of houses for a mixed-market 
development, choose a representative 
family for each buyer group to be housed. 
AIA/RC is not concerned that the student 
know the representative family (or 
families) personally; the only concern is 
that the student has a clear understanding 
of their activity pattern* , energy needs, 
and the ways in which they use and 
respond to different types of environments. 

The AIA Research Corporation wants the 
student to be specifically concerned with 
the family's economic situation. AIA/RC 
is looking for prototype houses which 
low- and middle-income households can 
afford. In order to reinforce this concern, 
AIA/RC has listed below a maximum 
interior house volume and range of floor 
areas for each buyer category. 

year. 

es the page entitled "Climatic 
Or*siderations" 



the specific problem 
12c 

Design a solar dwelling according to the 
following: 

Limit the project to single-family 
housing. The scale, however, is 
°Pttonal, and the student can work with 
Qny number of dwellings. They may be 
Cached or detached, and may be arranged 
lri  any manner (townhouse, cluster, etc.) 
Within the designation "single-family 
housing." 

2. Use local climatic conditions and local 
site, preferably one that students can 
e9sily visit. 

Design an affordable home for a 
rsPresentative household. 

Work with a representative family from 
°ne or more of the following buyer groups: 

SQ.FT. MAX. VOL 
1000-1200 
1000-1300 
1200-1800 
1200-1800 
1000-1300 
2200-3000 

12000 
13000 
18000 
18000 
13000 
25000 

•SIJYER GROUP 
Single adults 
°ung couples 

growing families 
tended families 

^Ider couples 
Cooperatives 

Associated with each group is a recom-
mended range of dwelling sizes intended 
0 reinforce the emphasis on affordable 

n°mes for typical people and to discourage 
uPper-middle and high-income house 
Assigns. Entries with dwelling units out-
Side of the recommended ranges must 
lndicate why this is so, especially if 
reQsons are energy-related. 
c 

• Solar energy should be a substantial 
^°urce of the energy supplied. Student 
e signs are to meet the following 

^Srformance requirements: 
Minimize the total energy required to 

k Provide for users' needs. 
• Of the total energy consumed for heat

ing, hot water, air conditioning and 
cooling, and electricity, minimize the 
Proportion supplied by depletable fuels. 

c. Integrate energy related technology 
into the architectural form. 

d. Tailor the amount and form of supplied 
energy to fit the various human 
activities carried out in the dwelling. 

e. Satisfy energy needs regardless of the 
availability of solar energy; make solar 
and other energy systems complementary, 

f. Use site-climate conditions to 
maximum advantage. 

Situations may arise wherein several 
performance requirements may conflict. 
Students should point out and explain any 
major trade-offs they have made. 

6. Students must demonstrate how they 
have designed with solar energy to meet 
users' needs. They must show how they 
have designed for annual and diurnal 
changes in solar availability, how their 
scheme can work effectively on a monthly 
basis throughout the year, and the 
percentage of total energy needs that is 
met by the sun, where applicable. 

Students must also describe how they have 
made use of the site climate and how it 
differs from regional climate. They should 
indicate the assumptions they have made 
about their users and how, if at all, their 
dwellings will affect user life-styles. 

They should assess the desirability of 
such effects and answer the question — 
"Will your buyer group purchase the homes 
you have designed for them? " 

EVALUATION CRITERIA 
Students should keep in mind that the 
National Review Board will be looking for: 
e Innovative design 
e Application of the principle that people— 

not houses—use energy 
• Sensitive response to local climatic 

conditions 
© Integration of energy concepts and tech

nology into an architectural solution 
o Reasonable value and its justification 

for the buyer group 



The following: program outline is derived from information provided 

in the preceding assumptions atout owier/builder and the specific 

problems defined "by the student competition. It is used as the list 

of client objectives for this thesis project. 



PROGRAM OUTLINE 

1. RESIDENCE UNIT (Under 2,000 sq.ft.) 
Ground Level: 
A. Social Functions (open space, approx. 850 sq.ft.) 

1) cooking/eating/food prep, and preservation 
2) recreation (conversation/entertainment) 

B. Private Functions (closed space, approx, 450 3q,ft.) 
1) sleeping (parents) 
2) study/relaxation/reading 

Upper Level: 
C. Private Functions (closed space, approx. 450 sq.ft.) 

1) sleeping (children) 
2) recreation (sane as A.2) above) 

D. Other Functions 
1) storage (all kinds) 
2) cultivation (outside garden) 
3) garage (two vehicles) 
4) 1-jr bath 

2. W0FK3H0? UNIT (Approx. 1500 sq.ft.) 
A. Social Functions (open plan) 

1) woodworking (approx. 800 sq.ft.) 
(a) equipment 

(1) heating stove 
'(2) workbenches (2) 
(3) drill press 
(4) jointer 
(5) thickness planer 
(6) bencb (table) saw 
(7) band saw 
(8) jig saw 
(9) stationary belt sander 
(10) wood lathe 

(b) tools (cabinet space for conventional and power tool?, 
nail3, glue, paint, etc.) 

(c) vented painting and varnishing area 
2) display area 

E. Private Functions (approx. 400 sq.ft.) 
1) studio/office (approx, 150 sq„ft,) 
2) washroom/lav. 

C. Other Functions 
1) stock lumber storage (indoor- 250 sq.ft.,outdoor- 250 sq.ft,) 
2) flammables storage (turpentine, laquer thinner, etc,) 



The information given so far ?/ill undoubtedly pattern the ae3igr. 

solution. The solutions chosen, however, are to relate in strategy 

to an understood goal• To give a direction to the client objectives 

which lead to the program outline, I will conclude these goals: 

1. Decreased energy dependance (minimum, if any, fossil fuel 
use) 

2. Increased energy potential 

3. Self-construction 

To these goals, I will attempt to apply the following strategy-

methods, respectfully: 

1. Energy conservative, climate control techniques 

2* Utilization of alternate energy- forms 

3. Finishing touches provided "by owner 

With these goals and objectives in mind, I turn now to PART II , 

where factors exist beyond control by the owner/builder. They are 

the factors of the environment, which must be analyzed and synthesi 

into workable criterion for a place to design. 



PART II 



This complex system refers to the cultural context of environment 

as well as the physical context. Since this system includes the entire 

planet, I vdll first limit the scope to the Gallatin Valley, then 

to the Belgrade area, then further to the Clark Ranch site. The cult-
1 e • ••t 

ural ccntext deals with various factors known as: social, political, 

economic* scientific, technological, historical, aesthetic, and 

religious. The physical context deals with factors that can "be inters* 

preted in the form of maps, charts, and various other recorded data, 

and is analyzed directly from these forms, TChen synthesized in 

interrelation to the program, this information limits and influences 

decisions made in a "building svsteau 

According to the Belgrade Planning Report, the Belgrade area is 

favorable to development. Many factors such as climate, geology, 

physiography, and hydrology of the entire Gallatin Valley region 

have "been presented to me during the course of my education. I have 

long ago concluded that development in the Belgrade area would be 

far less harmful to the environment than development presently 

practised in the Bozeman area. Thus I chose the location of the 

Clark Ranch on the outskirts of Belgrade itself as the specific 

3ite. The site choice also conforms to the criteria given in the 

Solar Dwelling Design Competition problem definition (PART I). 

In working with the cultural context, I find that explanation is 

not simple, and an order is difficult to establish. Research in depth 

into any factor mentioned here requires accuracy for which I have 

neither the skills or the time. I have chosen, instead, to present 



a pictoral illustration of each of these cultural factors relative 

to the site. 

The icages of the existing cultural influences, represented by 

these illustrations^of the Belgrade area, reflect the interpretation 

of that particular cultural factor as I have observed it. The selections 

are my own. 

To begin with, "below is the site as it exists, viewed; fron a point 

between the Railroad and Highway 10, just south of the site. 

CLARK RANCH SITE 



SOCIAL INFLUENCES: 

The schools of Belgrade are probably the focus of social activity, 

for the most part, of the young people. 

GRADE SCHOOL IN BELGRADE 

Although many people commute to Eozeman for social leisure functons 

i 4- Vi n 4> n T /N ri4» 4 v\ "O ** 1 *3  ̂
O U U I  uiicv U  aloO C ^ C - L O U  J L I I  U C ; I 5 X C U C  

EEAUl'.ONT CLUB-LOUNGE 



POLITICAL INFLUENCES: 

The presence of the law-enforcement agency is a constant re

minder to the people of Belgrade that they have political identity. 

BELGRADE POLICE DEPT. OFFICE 

The Post Office functions as an ever present communication to 

one's congressman, when law-making matters arise. 

BELGRAD2M?0S^FFICE 



GRAIN ELEVATORS, NOV/ SURROUNDED BY THE CLUTTERED SIGNS OF 
"I'GDERN PROGRESS" 

Other industry has since moved into the area, however, most of 

the population still commute to Eozeman for a living. 

ECONOMIC INFLUENCES: 

At first, agriculture was the primary economic "baes for Eelgrad 

and: vicinity. 

GALLA'TIN HOMES INC., FOBILE HOKE FACTORY 



SCIENTIFIC INFLUENCE: 

The moat apparent scientific influence in the area is the veteri

nary hospital. 

BELGRADE 4 
VETERINARY 
HOSPITAL > 

BELGRADE VETERIETARY HOSPITAL 

TECHNOLOGICAL INFLUENCES: 

The obvious technological influence for years has "been transportation 

modes. The once magnonimous railroads still dominate parts of Belgrade 

and vicinity. 

BURLINGTON- NORTHERN RAILROAD 



A favorable locations for an airport "brought a new image to the 

area—a3 a stopping place within a new technological era. 

BELGRADE AIRPORT 

HISTORICAL INFLUENCE: 

Atypical "main street" development characterises Belgrade within 

the growth patterns of small towns across the entire western U.S. 

As in many others, the major traffic bypasses the town along the 

interstate highway. 

MAIN STREET, BELGRADE 



AESTHETIC INFLUENCES: 

The natural aesthetic dominance in the area is the magnificence 

of the Bridges Range, 

PRIDGER RANGE, BELGRADE OUTSKIRTS IN FOR3ROUND 

Sadly enough, thuogh, there is also a "f&l3e aesthetic" imagery 

that is spreading like spilled children's toys on the landscape* 

NEw HOUSING- DEVELOP?,IENT 



RELIGIOUS INFLUENCES: 

7/ith the coming of new homes and people, there arises also the 

imagery of there religious "beliefs. 

NE77 CHURCH, BEING COMPLETED 

The spirit of the earlier religious foundings is maintained by 

the show of traditional permanence0 

OLDER CHURCH IN BELGRADE 



FACTOPS WITHIN PHYSICAL CONTEXT 

The elevation of Belgrade is 4450r or 1335^ 

The average length of freeze-free season is 110 - 120 days, although 

it can be cut to as short as 90 days. 

Test drilling indicates that below a depth of 20ft., the alluvium 

consists predominately of cobbles and pebbles. 

In the vicinity, the alluvium is at least 400ft, thick. 

The depth of the water table in the vicinity can be as much as 

40 to 50 feet below the land surface, even at its highest position 

during the year. 

Near the margins of the Belgrade subarea most of the wells are 

20 to 60 fe^t deep, whereas in the vicinity of Belgrade, wells are 
r 2C") i'os t c ? •; 

60 to 200 feet deep. 

EELC-KADE AREA MAPS 

The physical environmental factors of the site are shown. 
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I determined the parameters of the site "by choosing existing fence 

lines, and surveying them myself, I also determined the general slope 

of the site, recorded in one-foot contour intervals, which decrease 

in elevation toward the north. 

A row of shelterbelt trees are planned near the existing roadway 

to the ranch house0 The workshop is planned near to the Highway for 

short access. The residence, 100ft. to the north of the shop, will 

be 200ft. nearer the Highway than the existing house. 

The entire north half of the site is to remain free of any 

obstructions that would interfere with the option of a wind generator, 

Adefinition of site frontage is provided by a wooden fence, running 

the length of the site that fronts to the Highway. 

A fence around both the unloading area and the parking area, pro

vide a partial visual barrier between the residence and the shop, 

plu3 there i3 the distance that separates them0 

The size and form of the vegetable garden will vary. 



PART III 



There are basicly four ways in which buildings can utilize solar 

energy: 

1) Sun to Space 

2) Sun to ilass 

3) Sun to Collector to Storage to Space 

4) Sun to Solar Cell to Use or Storage, to Mechanical equipment 
to Space 

I have chosen fom3 of the first three ways, the fourth being too 

expensive for this thesis program. 

The interrelations from parts 1 & II are synthesized in the design 

process into the final building forms shown on the following pages. 

The character of these buildings are influenced considerably by an 

effort to draw energy from the sun, in helping to provide for a com-

patable interior environment. 









The workshop maintains an interior climate through passive use of 

the sun's energy "by a Tromhe Wall south elevation, supplemented with 

a wood heating stove. (Sun to l!ass) 

The office/studio space is regulated "by opening and closing of 

insulated panels over the windows, thus controlling the amount of 

insolation into the space. (Sun to Space) 

Water for the washroom is heated with the aid of flat plate solar 

collectors and auxiliary heating elements. (Sun to Collector to 

Storage to Y/ater Tank) 

TROMEE 7;ALL PRINCIPLE 

O Vent to ootside vjv\em TOO hot 

NATufcAL. 
CONiVeCTt CM 

f N/ENmi-ATt C*\ 

Coot AIR 
• V *-
(VENT Ofc 

GLAZING-

TH!C*C4 
HASSlVfT WALL 

AlK YJAC^fcp E>V 
<:uw 



SOLAR DOMESTIC HO? WATER SYSTEM (Process Diagram) 

1 
I 

\\ 0 SoPnY 

The domestic water supply would pass through heat storage enroute 

to the conventional water heater, thus preheating the hot water 

supply. 

SOLAR WATER HEATERS CURRENTLY ON THE MARKET 

Sunworks* SCLECTOR 

Ken Eerrington's Solar Water Heater 

J. Don Field's "Trickle Collector" 



PART IV 
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The residence maintains an interior climate with the aid of direct 

solar radiation, regulated by opening or closing insulated window 

panels. (Sun to Space) 

In addition to the above, there is an active solar collection sys

tem, combined with a hydronic distribution system. This equipment is 

to be installed in two to four phases, as initial cost could be 

prohibitive. (Sun to Collector to Storage to Space) 

A Riteway wood burning stove supplements space heating as well 

as contributing to thermal storage by means of water coils that run 

through the stove, and circulate directly to the thermal storage 

tank. 

SOLAR HEATING & DOMESTIC HOT WATER SYSTEMS' (Process Diagram) 

L _ _  
r ~  

fcANSpsojt—j. 

Solar radiation is absorbed by a collector and removed by a heat 

transfer (transport) medium to storage. Eeat is removed from storage 

and*5 distributed to the living spaces by a heat transfer medium (may 

or may not be same medium flowing through collector). Circulation 

throughout the system is by pumps, blowers, or other heat transfer 

medium moving devices. An auxiliary energy system is available both 

to supplement the output supplied by the solar system and to provide 

for the total energy demand should the solar system become inoperable 

Manual or automatic controls maintain and monitor the system oper-



ation. Bom^ntic hot water is preheated "by passing the water supply 

through heat storage prior to passage through a conventional water 

heater, 

CLOSES CIRCUIT LIQUID COLLECTOR 

A heat transfer liquid - treated water, anti-freeze solution or other 

liquid - is pumped through the collector and then through a heat ex

change in storage and hack to the collector, in a closed loop. The 

loop is always filled with fluid, and therefore must "be protected 

from freezing. 

HYDRONIC DISTRIBUTION 

A 

PUMP 

Liquid from storage i3 pumped directly through standard "baseboard 

convector units, despite relatively low temperatures that usually 

occur in 3olar systems during winter.. The size of "baseboard units, 

and the circuiting may change from ordinary hydronic systems. 



AUXILIARY HEATING, STORAGE TRANSPORT LOOP TO DISTRIBUTION 

ST02,vis:. 

sxz p! J 

The auxiliary energy system is located "between the storage and dist-

tri"button component to permit a full or partial operation• The aux

iliary system uses the same distribution network as the solar system. 

Valves at the connection between systems regulates auxiliary energy 

supply and prevents auxiliary from heating storage. Solar and 

auxiliary system operation is maintained and monitored "by an integral 

control component0 

HEAT EXCHANGERS 

A heat exchanger is a device for transferring thermal energy from 

one fluid to another. In some systems, a heat exchanger may "be req

uired between the transfer medium circulated through the collector 

and the storage medium or between storage and the distribution com

ponent. 



DOUBLE WALL CONSTRUCTION OF KEAT EXCHANGER 

fo i 
HtTAT ^o^R-2 

I ? 

OCV-D V>ATeK. 

OUT?.^ SH&t-U 

VAETP^T transfer 
MEpiUM iKiSfDE 

MoT WATeK OUT 

A method of providing a double separation "between the transfer medium 

and the potable water supply consists of tubing or a plate coil 

wrapped around and bonded to a tank. The potable water is heated as 

it circulates through the coil. When this method is used the tubing 

or coil must be adequately insulated to reduce heat losses. 

SE7/AGE SYSTEM 

The Armon System, model Mark II, is a 1008gal. unit, 7ft. high 
Upper Section has 556gal. capacity, providing extremely long average 
retention time for raw sewage. 

Excavation area requirements for private residences: 
For average sized houses of 3 or 4 bedrooms, two adults and three 
chidren, as an example. 

Field Test Report: 
A functional result is production of clear, clean effluent from 
Armon System,,filtered by passage through rock and sand areas, and 
distilled by evaporation. Engineers reported laboratory tests of 
unit's contents proved that double compartment system principle 
achieved solids removal in excess of 90$ discharge. 



PART V 

(Comparative Analysis) 
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q DOOR SECT I CM 

. 2" ^OU-D WOCO 

. WuO£ 

u- COEFFICJEMT G-lvfSKi FOR WlNTE-fc OstfCxTiO/vj — Q.?-4o 



CALCULATIONS Heat uot6 

EL 5A5SMENT (ASSUME ; PBSSJTV OP concrete - 60 LsS./FT? 
GPSOOND H-2C TE-MpereATu^s: •=• 4DCP" ) 

WALL heat L053 = 4?.0 5Tl7HR./n".2 ^O. F<3£fa6E - &72r~z  

HEAT LOSS — & 72.(0 ~ 4032 3TC/H%. 

FLCO2. |4£ATU«5 = Z.O STU/M^/FT:-2- S3. f=&oTAGt =• 8Cx)FZ l  

MEAT L-OSS = £C0 (3) -  24QO gTU/Mg 

total meat lsss =• 4-032. + 2403 =? 1^4 3? s j u/h^H 

G Fl-OOR (NEGLECTBb DU£ TO SA*5fMENIT MEAT LCSS 

D ROOF (U - O.O}^ azba = (20X3^.5) « 790PT,7-

fl^AT Loss =• 7^0 (d'OtkV*0^; =• i 2^4- 5T|j/Mfc 

n HORTW WALL 

A FRAMHT SECTION (U- O.CJT^j AEEA = S"fcO. 5* FT.2 

MEAT LOSS. ~ 5^c\5* (<?.o3zj(icc) = f"7<?2 STU / HZ 

A WIMQOV) SECTjOtf (i< =• C.^So) A£«TA » 5~ZFT.1 

14cAT L05S r: 52 ( ^.C^oy»cc0 -r V Q f ^  B  T  l 7 / H E  

A DOO{2 SECTIOKI f'U ~ C,2.40V) A E.£A ~ I^.CFT2-
MEAT LO^S --- ,s~ C^'-^X'ocj = 4kS STQ/M'C 

TOTAL HEAT Less = mi + SOib t 4-fcg 

p WEST WALL 

A FRAMET SETCTI6^ (vA=^-C32.^ ACeA = 33T n.'2 

Heat lo<ss = 33^ (<3.o3-z-Y«Oo) = io64,3 gTu/Hi^ 

A W\NDOVJ SECTION (U- a S80^ AI2CA - \2.rt.£ 

McAl Lo«^s ^ 11 (o-S"goVlOO^ =. 5TU/Mg 

TcTAL HEAT LO*S> - joe4.9 + •=: f r /gl BTU/Uf^' 



U EAST yl  ALL £ PANELS ORsN^ 

& FRAPS'  ^eCflcPH ( .U^ 0 .03Z)  AtfEA = 332 FT 1  

He AT Lois  ~  335 Cd.^aKloo^ =  {C£6 STU/HR. 

A. WLMDOVJ SEOTIOM (.U - 6 .S'OCV) -A?T£A = 4-J3 FT I 
MEAT LOSS =  40 (^3'SC'Xloo)  -  2 7  $4  STU/UR 

TOTAL- HEAT LOSS =- I0'0£, + 27 34 — 3S 5"O BJUVFIEJ 

TO 

D uTA'ST WALL (PANELS Closed J 

A FP-AME SECT)DM (U^O.o^ A£~A - 3#3 FT * 
tfEAT .crap^ tocj = q7o 5TLI/FT -

A CLOS£Q PANEL VMIWDOW SCCNORI (O - G .OS^) A^SA* £.4 FT* 
H^AT LOS$ « Z4 (o .os^ Y^o)  =  K2 8TU/FT* 2  

A WINDOW )  sect ion WITHOUT PAKSSL £U -  a.^sc^)  AREA =  12.  FT, 1  

\4EAT U^ = |2(c .6"8iP S ) ( ic?c v )  ^  feqfo S>TU/ FT; z  

7-AL H^AT ~ *NC+ 142.-V CCQ^ = [?SO8 BTU/FT^ 

N SOOTH WAUL (VA^LS CFZU) 

A F^NAME S&COOM (U ^ O.azz)  A^STA » ^OOFT;2 

H^AT LOGS - &OC (0.032)600) = ;Q 2O ETU'A}^ 

A \AJINDOVV) GFCTLDM (U- O.S'SO) AEE-A= 2^>4 FT:" 
HEAT LQ^- ZCA (OTTQOYJOO)- 11, GIM STU/HE 

A S€CT\OH Cu~ C.T^o)  ACCA- '14.5 FT. 2 -

A * LCSG ~ R.S" (<3.2.4O }FTOO) SS. 445 F^RU/^G 

TGTAL HEAT U^AS = V\LO T !T,S32 * 465 — 1 /4 ,22 .0  GRU/UPFL 



a Sooth wall (panels ci-os v~d ) 

A FRAME SECT!DM z) ^ AEbA 'iSZ FT." 
H^-.AT LOSS = 53Z LO'OazXiGc') ~ t€fc?. .4 B,rv/Hg 

A clos^p paw EL ni^dov -scctiO^ (a - o.z&h} Acieta- iosft." 
HEAT LOSS = |og C^s^X'00^ — &37,zgru/Hg 

A WlNDovJ SrcTifisi WITHOUT PA MEL (L\ r 6,<72c") AP£A= fc4 FT.2 

WCAY — ^4-(o.v&oYjo'^ = 37!2,0 3T0/Hg 

A poor SeCTiOM {l<~ 0,2*C' ) Ai^rA - }c"|.5FrL 

MEAT L£^S = ;9.5- (<?,2^o)(J.oo^ - 4fcS.o 6Tn /n £ 

TOTAL M£AT LC6S •=. I04>2,+ +*^7-2f 3*7/2«o 4 4^3,Q - f c & S O  S T ' U / H R J  

SUM OF Totals : 

• £PEN PA'^cTt SITUATION' 
Heat LOS5 = ̂ 4'32 r 12is4 45\275~t 3S5D + K Z2.C-f-/ 7£ j 

i t  -  3 2 . 3 2 7 ,  g T U / ^ R .  

• CLOSED PAMEL O/TOAT'OM-
H£AT LO$S rr £432.+ |2fef 4 3T2.7S* + J0O5 t £690 4 |"7g| 

t> ^ 25,24o sro/Hg. 

sum total Heat lc^s - total * lo'^ ro ajr ghan!g£ 

* OP£S! PAM&L SITUATION -
Due T0 /2 AR CI^AN^F/H^ =(/z)(-^^2^)= <fr4ll 

SUM TOTAL HEAt LOSS - 32.£2/2Lf 16.4 11 =• i 49J2^> *3 i (J/H Rj 

btu/h& Lo$s/rr.'= --^r = 54-.tr gTu/Vtg/ rT; 

. CLO-^rD PAVJEL <5\TUATl OKI -

DUC TD J/2_ A'k CHA^£/i4E 11,4,20 

SUM TOTA-1- V4EAT L£-S<S - 232.40 + l|,fe2£ =: [346^0 STU/Lg 

rw/^R LOW/FTl= = 1 0 4  B T U / H g / n r *  



HEAT Lcyj wlF TRAf.T ROUS? 

D£S^;PTiQNi Of S£dT'CMS 

a ROOF SECTION! 

SecTlO^ fc- FACTOR 
££DA)Bl SWlWioLE"^ O.I^Q 
IS LB. P£i_X - > ,  > > O.IZC 
Vz PLY ys \ • • • • 

4" $LO\,\)ti woou iM^OLATtotf > I "2.4?0 
£ '" Fl &£-£GLASS t^ULATlQN 5"6?6 
'/z" &-YP^Vh\ I5OAK0 « . <?, 4S~o 

TOTAL R , . , , 4 6,025" 

U= '/R- 'A(o.02.5 = P.Q2Q 

P VJALL- SECTIOM 

S^TCT I 9 N R- PACTO?^ 
GJEDAR. &tDtM<S- Orj^Q 

IS LB FBLLJ OAZO 

Vz PLYVNJoop o-fcZZ' 
3'/t"PieiE«6LASS INSULAT/ok/ lg.4 /o 
'/2v^rpsL?M bca^O oA5~o 

TOTAL- R 

tA- !/z- '/ko.SIC '  Q'C~$ 

t j  WIMfcOvJ -SET-T^M i U -C.&B'G (A'S>OU& PAWt^") 

n&U&S DCORS \ U- M30 

13 &bZAG*£ Dooz.5 ASSi/MF U = 0tb2f 

n M^TAL DOORS'. U = C,0(o0 



CALCULATIONS 

n 5A6EWEMT {ASSOM£.' P£N)SHY £F COUCZZTZ = !cO LSS/TT.5 

&ZOOhJD 14jp T«MPE-«ATUK£ ~ 4o"f\  )  

WAUL M£AT LOSS =, £.o !$TU/H-•?/FT,2 SQ. FSo"A£S" --
H£AT LOSS - 2^10 17^-0 STU/H,1^ 

rucoE (4STAT LOSS - 3.0 'eru/(4f?/FT73' S<*. r^crA&e = Koffi;5 

H£AT LOSS » K£4 ̂ 3,6} = 42 j 2. gTsV/.u f? 

0 FLOOR. (m6L££Tz2 &UE. 7£ £Avktfrjs)T CAoCULATIOKIS') 

• roof fu - o.ozoj aretA - 14-0 4* ft.* 

HEAT LOSS - \+o+(a,o2o)( icc) = 305^  g i v /u^  

DVVALi-S u = o.c5o ) Aesa - 1777 FT.1 

f I FAT UOSS - 17 77 (o^tro)Ctoc) ~ 8S85 &TU/}4{< 

P WiWDovJS (U- 0,S*#g) AssrA = Z8S7S~ FT. ~ 

HEAT •=- 28575- (o>Teoyioo)~ ^ru/hK. 

DSLASs SliDIM6 DOOCS 6*=M3o) AS-^a^ 78F7,2 

MEAT LOSS -  7g (u3oY ioo s )  ~  6B14  STU/M?  

n £AJ^A,i,£ £oc£S (u ^ £ .te'Z.'S*) k^-EA ~ H7 FT, x 

McAT Loss -- in (^.foZS-yic?o) ?s 7312.3* BTU/HR 

P MBTAu DC0£S (u- O.Gbc) Afc€A - 32,S~FT, 7" 

H^at loss ~ zzs fo^oj^cu) - zi4,s~ BTu/tie 

TOTAL HEAT LOSS - "P t- 88i*r +T3 I2,CJ + 2H.S" 
// so.g^fe btu7H1] 

SUM total I-IEAT LOSS ' TOTAL LOSS t LOSS QU£ TO Af£>_ CHAMGfc-

L-Ois i>0~ To CK)g air £WAN<SS/ttg.= 6)^032^)=-ro?24, 

•sum total IAEAT U>^s- safrs-kt yes24, = j t o i ,&5 "  2 ,  r e r t t / u r?  

ptu/hr io*>s/nS ^ 37 stu/he/ft.2-



THERMAL TAK^ Mr AT LO-S 

• TOP COV'£R 5£CY;0M 
£ - FACTOR. L\'CCSFPI AI^R:A 

PLYWOOD j 
z>2" R5fm^s lO^ao !• U-2S^ - IW.VWIOS) IO.tt>u i 
V-z" Pt-'r wcdd 2. (s>"2 5 > 

r ?. 

total £ 1 2 , N O  

HTAT L£>iS - llo.ss (o.o^ZjClQq) = 13%-fZ gTij/BI 

HL INTEKIC^ WALL 4SS:6TI OKi 
sccticn e- factor U-co£Fr A£t>\ 

&' doJOC^cTc •? 33n 37,/3/=J ~ FILLED ^'HSO 

HEAT io-5>"S -  57.C5 (o.^M-poo) -  1240.14- BTl'/tiF 

Q EV-T= R'.OK. WALL SECTION 
2.££T|OM R- FAC1CR (I -60E- FF, A EE A 

S'PEIUF. COT^C C.U<\O 

Z"6W« fiber |£,SZO f- o.og-l 37,;3FTa 

SlCorD (MS. ! 
" PLY WOOPI 21 ' 

TOTAL R. U.79S" 

He. AT LOSS = 37.1-5 ( o.o«4yioo) = 311-81 gTt:/MR 

O FLCog 

5e^Ti o M /?- FA £-Tc>^ U - C# tFf, ^ ."'ETA 
3,5''risk 0,57.5- ' 

( £»33~7 I K I B S  
4 CCHC ^lAg 0.320 ) 

Total R. 1,197 
HfAT L005 = IG>£g (os^ ' /soo) = 1^-12.35' pTU/W 

ToTAL hEA*T L-. ••'-• — '^3.+2 t* I24C?.'V Sil.^i "f* 
. 
3103.30 3TU/HR 
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THERMAL STORAGE CAPACITY 

(Assume that hydronic distribution system "begins to heat space 

C . CV. 
with water temperature at 95 EV& water in thermal storage = 150 r.) 

8.34XD./gal, x (150°F. - 9?F.) = 458BTU/gal. 

Tank capacity = 150gals. 

150 x 458 = 68,700BTU thermal storage capacity. 

WITH A HEAT LOSS OF 3l03.3BTU/hr., (p. 65) it will take approxi

mately 22hrs, to lose all of the stored thermal energy, if there are 

no ETU's of energy restored to the tank* 



T&e following' passage discusses a daily temperature study—a step 

further in analyzing the effects of the climatic variables on a 

building. 

8 12 4-

My house does not have central heating, nor does it have a 
thermostat in every room. It has "built-in climatic variability. 
The'illustration shows the temperatures outside and inside my passive 
solar house. A passive solar house is one having large amounts of 
glass on the south side and small amounts ofglass,- or none at all, 
on the north. My house has 600sq.fto of glass on the south, southeast, 
and southwest, and only 8sq.ft» on the north. 

In the graph the outside temperature (solid line) reaches a 
daily high of 2Q°F at around 2 P.M. and a low of 5°F at 6 A.M. The 
dashed line represents the temperature curve this passive 3olar 
house has followed without any human intervention (including no 
source of heat). Starting from a low temperature near freezing, the 
house warms rapidly upon sunrise. The maximum inside temperature 
occurs at about the same time as the outside maximum, "but the AT 
(temperature inside minus the temperature outside) is 7'^F. As the 
sun falls so does the temperature, with a rapid rate of fall starting 
at sunset.. Through the night the rate of fall decreases, "being prop
ortional to M1. The inside temperature never readies the minimum 
outside temperature during the 1o hour dark period. Notice that the 
average inside temperature is considerably higher than the average 
outside temperaturec This is due to the greenhouse effect. 

Clearly, however, this inside temperature range exceeds anyone*s 
comfort zone. The normal temperature curve the house follows with 
my intervention is shown as the dotted line: As soon as the temper
ature inside reaches my upper limit of 8CPF, I open a ventilator, 
allowing the excess heat to escape. 7»hen the temperature begins to 
fall noticeably (around 4P.M. during winter) the ventilator is closed. 
At sunset a fire is started in the J$tul 118 woodstove. A quick burst 
of heat (producing lots of red-hot coals) quickly brings the temp
erature up to 70°F for the evening social hours. At bedtime the stove 
is restoked and the damper set proporticQS-jjy to the expected over
night low temperature. This causes a constant rate of heat production 



end the house slowly cools down toward a morning minimum of 50 - 60 F, 
following the outside temperature. The Jotul 118 is capable of "burning 
10 to 12 hours at a low setting, and so in the morning we have a 
choice of letting it "burn out (sunny day) or restoking it for another 
10 to 12 hours (cloudy day). We operate this way, using about 4 cords 
of wood per heating season (7700 degree-days) to heat 1700sq.ft. of 
house. 

If I found wood hard to come "by, I could install reflective 
window shades or install insulating shutters and reduce the fuel 
consumption to two and a Half cords# 

The temperatures in the illustration are typical of the main 
living area of the house — the "social house". Not only does temp
erature change with time, "but with space also. The adult house has 
two spaces — a full-sized loft that, without ventilation, is always 
10°F warmer than the social house, and a downstairs workspace, 10CF 
cooler than the social house. In the early morning the cat and I are 
found in this loft. By late morning we find each other in the social 
house, and at 2P.M. on a sunny day we work (Iwork, she dozes) in the 
cool workspace. 

7/e,a3 a culture, have achieved, in spite of the Walt Disney hour 
viewed electronically as a series of TV lines and dots in "living 
color", an all time low sensitivity to nature as a dynamic environment. 
Man created shelter as a buffer against the extremes of weather. It 
is not until recent times that we have completely isolated ourselves 
from climate. 

However much we try to ignore it, weather is in our "blood. Talk 
about weather cannot "oe entirely dismissed as an avoidance of inti
macy. It is important to us. I used to work in a windowless basement 
office. All visitors from the outside world were greated by, "What's 
the weather outside?" 

I have been reborn. With the exit of the thermostat came a 
rebirth of awareness. I no longer call the weatherman; I don't neeer 
to. Like the farmer, I hve developed an early warning system for 
subtle changes that fortell the future. I don't need to consult the 
almanac for the times of sunrise and sunset; I am there. Sunrise is 
when the berd.ficient ray3 begin to warm me; sunset is whsn the fire 
is lit. I don't need a clock; I am a sundial. I don't need a thermo
meter; the outside temperature is obvious. I don't need a calender 
with the date etched by the angle of .the noon rajs against the wallc 
I know when the maple sap flows; it is when I should stop cutting 
firewood because the wood is at its greenest. I accept and exult in 

my nature. 



It can "be concluded from the analysis that space heating needs 

are substantially reducers "by merely closing the insulating panels 

over the windows at night. Insulating heavily, reducing infiltration 

losses and decreasing total square footage also lower the space heat

ing needs. 

It should "be noted that the sources and methods that determined 

the data is based to relate to monthly averages, and is "by no means 

exact, 

I have learned much about the application of solar energy and 

other alternative energy sources such as wood and wind, and also 

energy from people, I would say that the most effective method of 

calculation should be supported by experiment and test results. There 

is so much information being made available now, to aid in setting 

up procedures for calculations and experiments that arrive at test 

results, that I feel this thesis is only a scratch on the surface, • 

I therefore personally conclude that basis for success in "thesis" 

is that it scratches the proper surface. 



AFT HP. WARD 

Upon observation of the space heating needs graph that accounts 

for insolation on the "buildings, it seems that there may "be too much 

solar heat gain. The ventilation stage of the Trombe Wall, to my esti

mation, would handle this excess haet gain, in the.case of the work

shop, With the residence, however, there is a probable need for 

ventilation thruogh the ceiling near the south wall, into the volume 

of space under the roof where the flat-plate collectors are fastened. 

This space, in turn, would be vented to the outside via cross-flow 

ventilation through ducts by the prevailing winds from the west. On 

still days, there may be the need for an attic vent fan. The drawings 

don't indicate any of this, so I should at least account for this 

awareness in print. 
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